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ABSRACT 

The primary object of this paper is to identify crime in India and comparative study of two megacities 

of India. Crime is a piece of any social framework and known to human networks since its origin. It 

contrasts from community to another, even inside one community it doesn't happen similarly in all 

spots and nor by a similar way. It is additionally gathered in a few places more than others, now and 

then increments, now and then abatements, and so on. Past looks into have demonstrated that crime 

rate has noteworthy connection with various social variables: instruction levels, destitution rates and 

absence of social association, while others have attracted the consideration regarding its connection 

with the constructed condition. They recommended that crime happens in spots where the two chances 

and hoodlums are accessible.  
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1.Introduction 

In light of the populace development and quickly urbanization propels everywhere throughout the world, crime 

has turned out to be a standout amongst the most genuine social issues. Actually, governments and different 

specialists are endeavoring to defeat this wonder by putting a great deal of cash as in aversion measures. Be that 

as it may, this issue is as yet uncertain as crime rates the world over keep on raising. Designers and other plan 

experts should mull over the encompassing condition with the end goal to lessen crime rates. The plan of 

structures and  the arrangement of streets, open offices and other outside spaces can influence the chance of 

crime and the dread of crime. Urban outline is the act of forming the constructed condition, including structures, 

avenues, open spaces and neighborhoods, to enhance the liveability of urban communities and towns. At the 

point when a place is outlined well, it gives social, social, monetary and natural advantages. Urban outline is 

vital for crime counteractive action in light of the fact that inadequately planned and oversaw fabricated 

situations can make open doors for crime and make individuals feel hazardous.  

Urbanization of Crime  

Social changes influence the idea of crime from various perspectives which can be through advancement in 

science, innovation, through changes in transcendent good and social reasoning, through changes in the structure 
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of society, particularly in its progress from a rustic independent and generally meagerly populated to very 

urbanized, industrialized example.  

Criminal offenses managing the assurance of life and freedom have basically remained unaltered, however 

offenses against property have experienced more significant changes essentially as a consequence of change of a 

crude rural society into a business or modern one. The unique crime of robbery as comprehended in rustic and 

less formed setup have changed into misappropriation and false transformation, to ensure the proprietors of 

business property against those depended with its dealing with. The growth of business and budgetary exchange 

has made the offense of misrepresentation progressively vital in a urban setup which is an advanced business 

society. The offense of burglary, which overwhelmingly punishes the lower classes of society for  obstruction 

with the property of others has changed into desk crime in a urbanized  society. Indeed, even the idea of 

property has augmented, which now excludes the substantial things, but rather likewise resources like power, 

investor claims, copyrights, licenses, scholarly restrictive and the like. 

2.Crime in India 

Notwithstanding legitimate, social, mental and correctional measures for fighting crime, the issue still continues 

in disturbing measurements. With the difference in time, new crimes are coming up and the conventional crimes 

are vanishing quick. The progression in learning of human conduct and development of business and ventures 

has acquired their wake new complexities in life.  It must be expressed that culpability in India is far not exactly 

in numerous different nations of the world. The reason being that Indian culture still holds the excellencies of 

resilience, shared regard and concurrence through its social establishments, for example, religion, family, 

parental control, and so forth. 

A report distributed by the National Crime Records Bureau contrasted crime rates from 1953 with 2006. The 

report found that:  

• Burglary was less normal in 2006 than in 1953. It was 38% less basic in 2006 (having dropped from 

1,47,379 known instances of theft in 1953 to 91,666 out of 2006). 

• Robbery had expanded by 120% (from 8,407 out of 1953 to 18,456 out of 2006).  

• Riots had expanded by 176% (from 20,529 out of 1953 to 56,641 out of 2006).  

• Murder had genuinely expanded, by 231% (from 9,803 out of 1953 to 32,481 of every 2006).  

• Kidnapping had expanded the most, by 356% (from 5,261 to 23,991)  

In 2006, 51,02,460 cognizable crimes were carried out. In India, cognizable crimes are not kidding crimes, 

where a cop could make a capture without requiring a warrant first. Models of cognizable crimes incorporate 

assault, murder, and burglary.  
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Among the cognizable crimes carried out in 2006, there were 18,78,293 Indian Pedal Code (IPC) crimes and 

32,24,167 Special & Local Laws (SLL) crimes. The IPC crime rate in 2006 was 167.7 contrasted with 165.3 out 

of 2005, demonstrating an expansion of 1.5% of every 2006 more than 2005. SLL crime rate in 2006 was 287.9 

contrasted with 290.5 of every 2005, demonstrating a lessening of 0.9% out of 2006 more than 2005. 

Fig. 1 (Ref.1) 

 

 

Fig.2 (Ref.1) 

Crime in Urban area: 

Urbanization is an expansion in populace and financial exercises in the urban areas which prompts assist 

advancement of towns and agglomerates to contain this rising populace. It is a circumstances and end results of 

uplifted monetary advancement in a district (Statistics of India, 2011). It assumes a huge job in social change 

and financial versatility everywhere throughout the world. Actually, the procedure of urbanization has been 

changing the creating nations from 'nations of towns' to 'nations of urban communities and town'.  

Year 
Total cog. crimes 

under IPC 
Murder Kidnapping Robbery Burglary Riots 

1953 6,01,964 9,802 5,261 8,407 1,47,379 20,529 

2006 18,78,293 32,481 23,991 18,456 91,666 56,641 

% Change in 

2006 over 1953 
212.0 231.0 356.0 120.0 -38.0 176.0 
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When we discuss the difficulties of urbanization, we can't overlook the changing way of life of individuals in 

urban areas and the job this 'change' needs to play in their conduct. A person's situation in the general public 

puts a few impediments on him and he falls back on crime in an offer to adjust to these limitations.Other than 

the alternative of depending on crime, the individual likewise needs chances to figure out how he can perpetrate 

crime. This chips away at the premise of Edwin Sutherland's differential affiliation hypothesis, which expresses 

that a man takes in the qualities, mentalities, and methods required for criminal conduct on collaborating with 

others. While things are not altogether different in rural areas, the force of specific elements varies there. This 

distinction can be credited to the distinction in urban and rural living. In rural areas, social components have a 

significantly more overwhelming task to carry out when contrasted with different variables.  

The association among crime and city measure is not really another reality. Criminologists have talked about the 

urban propensity towards crime for a considerable length of time. Wirth (1938) examined the watched 

association among crime and urbanization and contended that this association is proof for his hypothesis of 

"urbanism as a lifestyle." 

 

Fig.3 (1) 

3.Crime Comparison Between DELHI and SURAT city 

 

 

   

Index Delhi  Surat 

Crtime Index 59.45 41.52 

Safety Index 4055 58.48 
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Delhi 

 

Surat 

 

Improve Data  Improve Data  

Level of crime 

 

High 68.50 

 

Moderate 43.66 

Crime increasing in the past 3 years 

 

High 69.69 

 

Moderate 50.00 

Worries home broken and things stolen 

 

Moderate 55.99 

 

Moderate 45.77 

Worries being mugged or robbed 

 

Moderate 56.23 

 

Moderate 41.07 

Worries car stolen 

 

Moderate 57.45 

 

Low 33.93 

Worries things from car stolen 

 

Moderate 59.32 

 

Low 38.38 

Worries attacked 

 

Moderate 56.41 

 

Low 38.04 

Worries being insulted 

 

Moderate 53.55 

 

Moderate 40.94 

Worries being subject to a physical attack because of your skin 

colour, ethnic origin or religion 
 

Low 39.10 

 

Low 32.14 

Problem people using or dealing drugs 

 

Moderate 46.04 

 

Low 38.03 

Problem property crimes such as vandalism and theft 

 

Moderate 58.57 

 

Moderate 45.90 

Problem violent crimes such as assault and armed robbery 

 

Moderate 56.30 

 

Moderate 40.14 

Problem corruption and bribery 

 

Very High 82.87 

 

Moderate 57.25 

Contributors: 366 72 

Last Update: October 2018 May 2018 

 

 

https://www.numbeo.com/crime/form.jsp?country=India&city=Delhi&returnUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.numbeo.com%2Fcrime%2Fcompare_cities.jsp%3Fcountry1%3DIndia%26country2%3DIndia%26city1%3DDelhi%26city2%3DSurat%26tracking%3DgetDispatchComparison
https://www.numbeo.com/crime/form.jsp?country=India&city=Surat&returnUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.numbeo.com%2Fcrime%2Fcompare_cities.jsp%3Fcountry1%3DIndia%26country2%3DIndia%26city1%3DDelhi%26city2%3DSurat%26tracking%3DgetDispatchComparison
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4. Conclusion & Recommendations 

it is apparent that most criminals look for available spots, simple to travel through and that give high chances to 

escape to carry out their crimes. It is additionally apparent that the agglomeration's districts can be delegated 

underneath into three sorts dependent on their social qualities and crime rates:  

Districts producing criminals  

Investigation demonstrated that the nearness of more individuals in those districts seems to give higher dangers 

of location and fear to potential criminals; subsequently most criminals perpetrate their crimes inside isolated 

areas. Investigation demonstrated that those isolated areas incorporate old crumbled lodging, modern and also 

agrarian areas.  

Districts drawing in criminals  

Examination demonstrated that the nearness of more individuals in those districts seems to give higher dangers 

of being presented to crimes; subsequently most criminals carry out their crimes inside packed areas. Also, it 

demonstrated that those packed areas incorporate business areas with matrix systems. Clearly lattice systems 

give clearer and more straightforward and unsurprising courses and in this manner draw in more potential 

wrongdoers, while the presence of business utilizes helps in pulling in more potential targets. Since more 

potential guilty parties will see more potential targets, more crime open doors will be given.  

Districts creating and drawing in criminals  

Results demonstrated that those districts are a blend of the past two sorts; in this manner occurrences happen 

inside both packed and isolated areas nearly with similar extents. 

Enhancing the urban condition  

Officials Administrators – spoken to by the individuals from the General population's Get together and the 

Shura Board – need to work in two ways:  

a. The correction of the current laws or the institution of new ones – regardless of whether identified with the 

criminals themselves or the urban condition where those crimes were carried out – with the end goal to build the 

exertion of crime.  

b. Distributing more assets of the general spending plan to convey open administrations and utilities to 

underserved areas particularly, road lighting. Here comes the job of nearby administration as will be appeared in 

the following point.  

Nearby administration Neighborhood administration at various levels (governorates, markez, urban 

communities, districts and towns) has the duty to convey those assets inside their locale. It is prescribed that this 

circulation covers three fundamental assignments:  
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a.Survey areas experiencing terrible living conditions and characterize them as per their physical, social, 

monetary conditions, and so forth.  

b. The foundation and administration of all open servicesnutilities inside sociallynphysically decayed areas.  

c. The fast evacuation of casual lodging areas and their supplanting with formal ones. It is striking that the 

specified errands rely upon organizers and architects essentially as will be appeared in the following point. 

Planners and designers  

They are the key components for crime decrease through their collaboration with neighborhood administration 

and officials. The aftereffect of this participation shows up in distinguishing diverse outline standards measures 

to be received in laws or controls, and hence anchors the urban condition of future undertakings. It merits 

making reference to that investigation of this examination has suggested an arrangement of standards estimates 

which enact the job of the two insiders and untouchables in keeping up normal reconnaissance through the 

accompanying: 

 Blending of employments with the end goal to pool diverse gatherings of individuals at various 

occasions of the day, make open doors for positive social connections among insiders and pariahs; 

considering the shirking of incomprehensible employments.  

 Diminishing the framework arrange designs in both constrained and overstated development areas. 

Some Plan standards which help make open situations more secure include:  

 Visibility and characteristic observation – places where exercises can be effortlessly observed dissuade 

potential guilty parties  

 Access, development and sightlines – crime is less inclined to happen in places where there are clear, 

all around characterized courses and individuals can without much of a stretch enter and leave  

 Activity – amplifying the utilization of open places by a blend of individuals energizes social 

collaboration, expands perceivability and reconnaissance by bystanders and diminishes the danger of 

crime  

 Ownership – places that create a feeling of possession among clients demoralize crime  

 Maintenance – open places that are very much overseen and kept up for the most part feel more secure 

and urge individuals to utilize them. This thusly energizes action and regular observation.  

Changing the manufactured condition can be hard and exorbitant, so great urban outline at the start is critical for 

network security. Where there are existing crime issues, applying great urban plan standards to a specific area is 

one manner by which a crime issue can be tended to. 
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